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1. Log in
You need a Curapy.com account to use e-GOLIAH. If you do not have an account yet, you must create
it at https://www.curapy.com/.
The game requires 2 tablets (or 2 smartphones iOS/Android).

As soon as the game is installed on 2 tablets, you must click on the application icon:
-

On child’s tablet: choose « Child ».
On adult’s tablet: choose « Adult » then enter your username (Id) and your password in
shown text fields. Press the button « Connection ».

Then, write the firstname of the child player.
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2. Link between tablets
In order to be able to connect to each other and recover the data, both applications must necessarily
be launched on tablets connected to Internet Wi-Fi on the same local network. Please check the
connection to a Wi-Fi network when using e-GOLIAH.
On the Adult’s tablet, the code displayed should be enter on the Child’s tablet when prompted. On
child’s tablet, enter the given code after choosing « Child » on home screen.

After connection is established, you can now start the game session.

3. Use the game
At the first launch, recommendations appear to help you use the application.
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When arriving on home screen, you can choose your mini-game by sliding on the right. You can also
find other options:

1

2

3

5

4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Recommendations
Instructions for mini-games (downloadable)
Child sessions history
Mini-games
Exit the application

Specific accessibilities for nonverbal children
children

, receptive language children

or expressive langage

are shown on the upper right of mini-games icons.

You can watch the child sessions history to choose the mini-games he/she wishes to do.

3.1 Keys to good practice
 Check descriptions and accessibility symbols of every mini-game to make sure to choose
appropriate games for the child (you don’t want to discourage him).
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 Discuss or encourage him, when he find the game too easy or too hard. You can choose
together games which you wish to play.
 Remember game is fun time: child must be available, you never want to force him or insist
too much.
 Mini-games are design to exchange with your children, to play with them and to have fun
together. It’s also a good support to develop learning situations with a fun approach and
shared pleasure.
 To allow the child to anticipate his session and contribute to its flow, choose its duration and
the mini-games with him.
 Be watchful over first signs of fatigue of the child: agitation, plaints and mistakes.
 Never end on a failure: choose another game (maybe an easier one) to finish your session on
a success.
 Correct answers should be comparable to the example (or the adult model). Aesthetic should
not be a discriminatory criteria.
Two buttons can help you during the mini-games:
: show the instructions for the current mini-game.
: show the help notice.

3.2 Mini-games description
e-GOLIAH embed 10 mini-games, 6 imitation tasks and 4 joint attention tasks where children play
with an adult (a parent for example).
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Balls and boxes
In this mini-game, the child must repeat an action: open the box’s cover, put balls by following the
order given by the parent then close the box.
Difficulty levels allow to change the number of balls (up to 3 different colors). The adult also chooses
the game mode :
 Step by step : the child reproduces movements that he saw at screen step by step.
 All in one step : the child watches all movements and only then, may he reproduce all steps at
the same time.
At first time, the adult choose the order on his tablet (step 1)
Then a demonstration appears on the child’s tablet, who must now imitate it. (step 2)
Tasks realized by the child appear at the same time on the parent’s tablet, who has to validate what
the child makes. He must evaluate if the imitation is correct, incomplete or wrong. (step 3)

Adult’s screen : Step 1

Child’s screen : Step 2
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Adult’s screen to evaluate child’s work (step 3)

Free drawing
In this mini game, the child reproduces on his tablet a drawing previously made by the parent. There
are 3 different game modules:
 Step by step : The parent draws a step followed by the child, then repeat the process again.
 All in one step : the child watches a drawing walkthrough.
 Final result: the child only sees the final drawing.

Step 1 : Parent draws a model

Step 2 : Child imitates parent’s drawing

Once the task is completed by the child, the parent evaluate if it is correct, incomplete or incorrect.

Cubes construction
In this mini-game, the task of the child is to reproduce a cubes construction previously made by the
parent. The difficulty varies from 3 to 10 cubes and there are two different game mods:
 Step by step
 All in one step
Once the task is completed by the child, the parent can see on his device the construction of the child,
and evaluate if it is correct, incomplete or incorrect.
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Child’s screen

Musical instruments
In this mini-game, the child memorizes musical instruments melodies. The child must recognize the
instruments among different choices. Level of difficulty can be from 2 to 6 instruments, including
wrong answers. At first, the parent chooses the order of instruments. Then, the child must reproduce
this order. If he makes an error, the game doesn’t stop but he must find the good answer.

Parent’s screen : step 1

Child’s screen : step 2

Imitate sounds
This mini-game uses a microphone to capture the voice of the child. The child must imitate daily life
sounds (phone, car, tractor) or animals sounds. Several levels of difficulty are available :





Level 1 : the child listens a human imitation of a sound and sees a corresponding picture
Level 2 : the child listens a sound and sees a corresponding picture
Level 3 : the child listens a sound only
Level 4 : the child sees a picture only
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Step 1 : the parent chooses the difficulty level and
the category of the sounds.

Step 3 : the child imitates the chosen sound by the
parent

Step 2 : the parent chooses sounds.

Step 4 : the parent listens an imitation of the
child and evaluates it

Repeat words
This mini-game uses a microphone to capture the voice of the child. Depending on the chosen difficulty
level, he repeats a word, a simple sentence or a complex sentence.
10 words, 10 simple sentences and 10 complex sentences are recorded in this mini-game.
The parent chooses one or more sentences, then the child must repeat all of them, one after the other.
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Example of complex sentences to repeat

Drawing together
In this mini-game the parent and his child must draw a geometric figure on a helping grid. Turn by turn,
each of them must place a point until they complete the whole figure. Every points are linked to the
previous ones.
4 kinds of figures are proposed: geometric shapes, alphabetical letters, numbers and figurative shapes.
For each kind of figures, there are 2 levels of difficulty: easy and hard.
The parents and the child play with their own tablet even if they see the same screen. They must
replace a point on their turn. This mini-game tends to develop cooperation faculties.

Example of difficult figures
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Cooking recipe
In this mini-game, the parent chooses a cooking recipe that the child must realize accordingly. The
parent chooses one by one the ingredients corresponding to the chosen recipe (step 1). The child must
place one by one showed ingredients in a salad bowl (step 2). At the end, the child must guess recipe
by choosing the corresponding picture (step 3).
The parent changes the difficulty of the game by choosing if the ingredients are represented by photos,
drawings or words.

Step 1 : the parent chooses an ingredient
in the list

Step 2 : the child selects the ingredient
and place it in the salad bowl

Step 3 : the child chooses the cooked
recipe

Ordered images
In this mini-game, the parent chooses several pictures in a precise order. Then, he enunciates in the
same order the pictures elements to the child. The child listens closely the list, memorizes it, and
selects on his tablet the pictures while respecting the given order. Number of pictures varies from 2 to
6.
Different categories are proposed: animals, fruits, vegetables, vehicles, furnitures.
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Step 1 : the parent chooses the order of the pictures
and enunciates his choice to the child

Step 2: the child chooses the pictures in the right order

Watching together
This mini-game encourages the child to watch a character at the center of the screen. He must choose
the same picture shown by the character. There is a lot of levels of difficulty :





level 1 : the character points, looks and says aloud the picture to choose
level 2 : the character points and looks at the picture to choose
level 3 : the character looks at the picture to choose
level 4 : the character points the right picture but looks at another one

Step 1 : The parent chooses a picture

Step 2 : The child chooses the right picture according
to the direction shown by the character
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3.3 Connection troubles
You might loose connection between the two tablets or accidentally close one of the application. You
will see one of the two screens, as shown below :

Press « log in » on each tablet. The displayed code on the adult’s tablet must be write on the child’s
tablet to connect the tablets.
If the application has been closed on the parent’s tablet, you first must log in again.
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